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Overview

Comparison of Disparate Hardware Technologies on Large-Scale datasets:
• We propose a toolchain to allow an apples-to-apples comparison of NFA acceleration engines
on three platforms: GPUs, FPGAs and Micron’s AP. We discuss the automata optimizations that
are applicable to these three platforms. We perform an evaluation on large-scale datasets: to
this end, we propose an NFA partitioning algorithm that minimizes the number of state
replications required to maintain functional equivalence with an unpartitioned NFA, and we
evaluate the scalability of each implementation to both large NFAs and large numbers of input
streams. Our experimental evaluation covers resource utilization, traversal throughput, and
preprocessing overhead[1].

Pattern matching can be performed using finite automata
(FA) by traversing the FA guided by the symbols in the
input string. There has been a substantial amount of work
on accelerating FA processing on various parallel
platforms. However, the advantages and disadvantages
of different automata processing accelerators and the
innovation space in this area are still unclear. We target
this problem.
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A schematic overview, showing
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Comparison of Disparate Hardware
Technologies on Large-Scale datasets

A Compiler Framework for Fixed-topology NFA on SIMD Platforms: We observe that memorybased designs are bound by the memory size and bandwidth. To address this issue, we target
fixed-topology NFAs and propose a memory-efficient design called SIMD_NFA, suitable to SIMD
architectures, that embeds the automata topology in code and stores only transition symbols in
memory. We design a compiler that automates deployment of this design on SIMD platforms.
We showcase our compiler framework on GPU and Intel platforms and evaluate the processing
throughput and power[2].
SIMD_NFA is a good fit for FPGA deployment using OpenCL-to-FPGA toolchains. We
investigate the deployment of the OpenCL version of SIMD_NFA, on FPGA and explore a set of
optimizations techniques to retarget SIMD_NFA to FPGA .
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• large datasets must be partitioned to fit GPUs,
FPGAs and Micron’s AP. For GPUs, partitioning is
required only to effectively use the GPU resources
(e.g., on-chip memory), FPGAs and the AP require
splitting large NFAs onto multiple devices.

Topology dependent
function

• On large datasets, logic-based FPGA designs can
outperform the AP by a factor ~2.6x, while
requiring 2-3x more devices to accommodate the
dataset.
• GPUs underperform FPGAs by a factor ~801000x. GPUs deliver low performance on a single
input stream, but their cumulative throughput
scales up to thousands of input streams. GPUs
have limited preprocessing time in the order of few
minutes. Preprocessing can take several hours
FPGAs and AP.

Our Compiler tool-chain

Compiler uses the pattern-specific information to generate the memory-layout of the transition
symbols. It encodes a parallel traversal kernel based on the NFA topology, tailored for the target
SIMD platform. It distributes input streams to the hardware resources to optimize the hardware
utilization and maximize the throughput.
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Testing on GPU and Intel platforms show
promising speedups specifically on Intel
devices (from 1.9X to 47.4X) and indicates the
pros and cons of this design with respect to
the topology characteristics and target
platform's architecture.

Our FPGA-specific optimizations to the OpenCL code not
only allow the original GPU code to fit the reference FPGA,
but also enable us to deploy up to 3 execution pipelines on it.
From performance perspective, our optimizations result in up
to 4x speedups over the first optimized code-variant that fits
each NFA topology on the FPGA device.
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